
OUR PRODUCTS, OUR PRODUCTS, 

YOUR IMAGE.YOUR IMAGE.

Signs matter!  Poor signage can Signs matter!  Poor signage can 

result in lost visitors, lost time, result in lost visitors, lost time, 

and a tarnished image, costing and a tarnished image, costing 

you big money.  With a host of you big money.  With a host of 

product design awards and more product design awards and more 

than 55 years of experience, we than 55 years of experience, we 

understand the important role understand the important role 

signs play with image and brand signs play with image and brand 

and can develop the perfect and can develop the perfect 

solution for your specific needs. solution for your specific needs. 

DESIGN IS EVERYTHING...DESIGN IS EVERYTHING...

Signs must not only look good and connect Signs must not only look good and connect 

with their environment, but they need to be with their environment, but they need to be 

easy and cost-effective to maintain as well.  easy and cost-effective to maintain as well.  

APCO's award-winning products are pre-enAPCO's award-winning products are pre-en-

gineered, modular systems, not only with a gineered, modular systems, not only with a 

high degree of design flexibility but with high degree of design flexibility but with 

innovative provisions for updating over the innovative provisions for updating over the 

long term. long term. 

"Design is not just what it looks like and feels like.  "Design is not just what it looks like and feels like.  
Design is how it works."Design is how it works."
                                     - Steve Jobs                                     - Steve Jobs
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DIMENSIONAL LETTERS DIMENSIONAL LETTERS 
VINYL GRAPHICSVINYL GRAPHICS
LARGE FORMAT GRAPHICSLARGE FORMAT GRAPHICS

APCO offers a comprehensive range of APCO offers a comprehensive range of 

dimensional and applied graphics for any dimensional and applied graphics for any 

environment, from precision cut metal and environment, from precision cut metal and 

acrylic to applied vinyl and cast or etched acrylic to applied vinyl and cast or etched 

plaques.plaques.
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Channel LettersChannel Letters
MG-CH SeriesMG-CH Series
Channel Letters generally incorporate an acrylic Channel Letters generally incorporate an acrylic 
face with an Aluminum or Stainless Steel return face with an Aluminum or Stainless Steel return 
(body).  Faces are offered in a wide range of (body).  Faces are offered in a wide range of 
colors, either translucent or opaque. LED colors, either translucent or opaque. LED 
illumination options include face-lit and/or halo-lit.illumination options include face-lit and/or halo-lit.

Precision Cut MetalPrecision Cut Metal
MG-PC SeriesMG-PC Series
Letters are precision cut from solid metal plate Letters are precision cut from solid metal plate 
using state-of-the-art technology and featuring using state-of-the-art technology and featuring 
hand-crafted finishes.  Material options include hand-crafted finishes.  Material options include 
Aluminum, Brass, Stainless Steel, Copper and Aluminum, Brass, Stainless Steel, Copper and 
Bronze.Bronze.

FabricatedFabricated
MG-F SeriesMG-F Series
Fabricated Metal Graphics are ideally suited for Fabricated Metal Graphics are ideally suited for 
bold, deep letter forms and are offered in a wide bold, deep letter forms and are offered in a wide 
range of metals, colors, finishes and thicknesses.  range of metals, colors, finishes and thicknesses.  
Material options include Aluminum, Brass, Bronze, Material options include Aluminum, Brass, Bronze, 
Copper, Stainless Steel & Polyurethane.  LED halo Copper, Stainless Steel & Polyurethane.  LED halo 
illumination is available. illumination is available. 

Cast/Etched PlaquesCast/Etched Plaques
MG-C SeriesMG-C Series
Enduring quality and versatile design combine to Enduring quality and versatile design combine to 
offer an exceptional solution for Dedication offer an exceptional solution for Dedication 
Plaques, Recognition Markers, Government Seals Plaques, Recognition Markers, Government Seals 
and more.  Cast material options include Bronze and more.  Cast material options include Bronze 
or Aluminum.  Etched material options include or Aluminum.  Etched material options include 
Aluminum, Bronze, Brass, Copper or Stainless Aluminum, Bronze, Brass, Copper or Stainless 
Steel.  Steel.  
 
Precision Cut AcrylicPrecision Cut Acrylic
AG-PC SeriesAG-PC Series
Precision-cut using state-of-the-art technology, Precision-cut using state-of-the-art technology, 
Acrylic is an excellent option for interior letters Acrylic is an excellent option for interior letters 
and logos.  Color options include 1st Surface or and logos.  Color options include 1st Surface or 
SubSurface Polyurethane, 1st Surface or SubSurface Polyurethane, 1st Surface or 
SubSurface Direct-Print or Applied Vinyl.  SubSurface Direct-Print or Applied Vinyl.  

Vinyl GraphicsVinyl Graphics
PSVPSV
Pressure Sensitive Vinyl (PSV) Graphics can be Pressure Sensitive Vinyl (PSV) Graphics can be 
applied to glass and a variety of other smooth applied to glass and a variety of other smooth 
surfaces, in both interior and exterior environsurfaces, in both interior and exterior environ-
ments.  Select from a wide range of color and ments.  Select from a wide range of color and 
material options, including opaque, translucent, material options, including opaque, translucent, 
metallic, reflective, gloss, matte and frosted.   metallic, reflective, gloss, matte and frosted.   
 
 
 



ABOUT APCO

APCO has been a leader in the 

architectural sign industry since 

1966, with a network of offices 

throughout the US and represen-

tation around the world.  Our 

expertise and innovative sign 

systems have been proven 

successful in thousands of 

facilities, from hospitals and 

universities to corporate campus-

es, government offices and more. 

OUR CAPABILITIES

With over 100,000 sq/ft of space 

at our Atlanta headquarters, 

state-of-the art equipment and 

the most experienced sta  in the 

industry, we are able to success-

fully complete the most complex 

of projects, from Design, ADA 

Consultation and Planning 

through Manufacturing and 

Installation.  Rely on our 

award-winning solutions and 

experience for your next project.

IF WE WERE THE CUSTOMER…

A customer-focused approach to service has 

been at the root of APCO's growth and 

success for more than 55 years.  We are 

dedicated to understanding a customer's sign 

and wayfinding needs, developing innovative 

yet functional solutions to meet those needs 

and doing whatever it takes to ensure 100% 

customer satisfaction.  Period!

At APCO, our ethos has always been, "If we 

were the customer, what would we expect?"
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